
Chestnut Avenue, West Wickham | £799,995



A beautiful 4 bedroom extended semi-detached house in the sought after Chestnut 

Avenue in West Wickham.

As you walk into the house you will notice a Study/4th single bedroom to your left and 

then off the right is a lovely front facing living room that is full of natural light and ideal 

for relaxing and watching a bit of T.V.

Further through to the rear of the house and you find yourself walking into the 

fabulous huge open plan kitchen area with centre island that naturally leads into the 

dining area making it the real hub of this family home. The dining area follows through 

Bi-folding doors out into the rear garden.

Out to the 120 ft garden and you will also find a patio/bbq area that expands onto a 

huge lawned back garden with an added bonus to the rear….

As you come to the end of the garden you will find a self contained home office with 

power that can be a gym or additional living quarters or anything else you can 

dream up to use it for. Fully insulated and with full power this extra space is a real plus 

point.

Back into the house and just off the kitchen you will find the downstairs WC and 

shower room and then off upstairs and you will find three bedrooms, a large 

beautifully decorated Master and a good size second double bedroom as well as a 

smaller third double bedroom. The very stylish family bathroom is also on this floor.

Coney Hall recreation park only a couple of minutes walk and the 138 Bus stops just 

round the corner that takes you into Hayes and Bromley. Coney Hall Village with its 

array of shops is also only a short stroll away.

All in all this is an excellent house in a sought after location and should attract a lot of 

interest.
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